S.T.E.M Camp

Learning objective: Engage in design and engineering challenges by thinking like an
entrepreneur.
Exploration 1 – Rube Goldberg Machine
Reading – Pick a text to read independently or with a family member for at least 20 minutes per day.
Math - Choose a math activity from your grade level “Family Guide to Learning” in your packet.
Journal/Observation Writing – Day 1 -Journal your thoughts and items you will use for your machine.
Day 2 – describe your construction and frustrations. Days 3-5 – detail your attempts, changes you
made to your machine and reflect on what went well.
Activity – Construct a Rube Goldberg Machine (This activity can take 3 – 5 days). Read one of the two
direction pages. Then use the suggested activity list to find items around your house to use. Begin
constructing your machine. Adjust and refine as needed until you are successful. Make a video of your
successful machine.
Extension – modify your machine to make it bigger or more complex.

Exploration 2- Catapult
Reading – Pick a text to read independently or with a family member for at least 20 minutes per day.
Math - Choose a math activity from your grade level “Family Guide to Learning” in your packet.
Journal/Observation Writing – Day 1: make a prediction. Were your predictions correct? Why did some
objects go farther than others? Day 2: Describe either how you changed your catapult or a competition
you had using it.
Activity – Make and test a catapult using popsicle sticks (1 - 2 day activity). Read one of the two
direction pages. Gather your supplies and build your catapult. Using the prediction page, find items that
you would like to launch. Make predictions about how far each item will travel. Launch your items and
measure the distance of each one.
Extension: Make different variations of launchers or have a competition with a friend to see whose items
fly farther.

Exploration 3 – Jet-propelled Car
Reading – Pick a text to read independently or with a family member for at least 20 minutes per day.
Math - Choose a math activity from your grade level “Family Guide to Learning” in your packet.
Journal/Observation Writing – Explain the power that makes your car go. Describe any changes you
made to your car and any races you held. Reflect on the construction process – was it difficult or easy?
Why?
Activity – Make and race a jet-propelled car (1 - 2 day activity). Read one of the two direction pages.
Gather your supplies and build your car. Test how far your car can travel. Adjust how much air is in
your balloon, change your wheel construction, and add weight for your car to carry.
Extension: Hold a competition with other friends or family members to see whose car travels the
farthest.
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Exploration 4 - Challenges
Reading – Pick a text to read independently or with a family member for at least 20 minutes per day.
Math - Choose a math activity from your grade level “Family Guide to Learning” in your packet.
Journal/Observation Writing – Use the included STEM journal Data and Results pages to document
each of the five activities.
Activities – Week of STEM Challenges (5 days of independent challenges). Read the How to Get Started
page. Pick the activity you would like to start with. Gather the supplies needed. Begin your challenge,
and record the process using the included journal pages.

Exploration 5 - Slime
Reading – Pick a text to read independently or with a family member for at least 20 minutes per day.
Math - Choose a math activity from your grade level “Family Guide to Learning” in your packet.
Journal/Observation Writing – Describe how the slime looks, feels, smells, and how it stretches. Sketch
and write about this experience.
Activities – Slime Science (1 – 2 day activity).
Extension – Make slime from 2 or more different recipes. Compare and contrast the difference between
the slime.

Possible STEM Supplies
Toothpicks

Tin foil

Popsicle sticks

Pipe cleaners

Craft tape

Straws

Rubber bands

Yarn/string

Balloons

Paper clips

Paper tubes

Marshmallows/gum drops

Recyclables

Plastic cups

Cardboard/construction paper

*Many items can be found around the house*
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Exploration 1: Rube Goldberg Directions
BRAINY ZANY CONTRAPTIONS WITH STEM!
WENDY GOLDFEIN SEPTEMBER 14, 2014 STEM
Brainy Zany Contraptions

As children we loved a game by Ideal toy company called The Mousetrap Game. Based on Rube Goldberg’s
creative ideas of complicated systems for solving a simple problem, the game actually was a captivating
engineering exercise that utilized simple machines and creative problem solving.

Over 50 years later, the game is still available and still intrigues students as they try to solve the challenges. Simple
machines, engineering, and inspiration from Rube Goldberg provide a wonderful combination for STEM problem
solving challenges. Critical thinking, perseverance and application of physical science concepts are just some of
the skills that can be developed in this game and other STEM contraption activities.
Over the years we have also loved the Rube Goldberg inspired contraptions that have been included in movies
from Back to the Future ‘s opening scene and its complicated way of feeding the dog, to the Home Alone devices to
foil the robbers and the Honey, I Shrunk the Kid’s gadgets and mechanisms. Even Buzz Light Year in Toy
Story used a Rube Goldberg sequence to show he could fly. Amusing to watch and filled with suspense, one can’t
help being mesmerized while waiting for the next thing to happen and being delighted when it really works.
Creating contraptions inspired by Rube Goldberg is all about physical science and simple machines. Although
humorous, they actually follow a logical sequence that takes into account force, motion, gravity and inertia. The
cartoons he drew, available on-line, are a great way to introduce a simple machines unit. Another mesmerizing
opener for a unit is the YouTube video created by Ok Go for their song “This Too Shall Pass”:

Resources useful for making Rube Goldberg Machines
Ramps

Recyclables

Things that Roll

Toy train tracks
Gutters
PVC pipes
Trays
Fan
Marble runs

Cardboard Rolls
Plastic water bottles
Cardboard
Cans
Plastic tubing

Marbles
Balls: tennis, baseball
Toy cars
Dominoes
Skateboard
Roller skate

Additional Items

Things that move

Chopsticks
Bowl
Sand
Tape
String
Pins
Ruler
Balloons
Hammer
Wooden blocks
Cereal boxes
Books

Mousetrap
Dominoes
Toaster
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Exploration 2: Catapult directions
POPSICLE STICK CATAPULT FOR KIDS STEM ACTIVITY
July 19, 2018 by littlebins

POPSICLE STICK CATAPULT SUPPLIES:
x
x
x
x
x
x

10 Jumbo Popsicle Sticks
Rubber Bands
Firing Power (marshmallows, pompoms, pencil top erasers)
Plastic Spoon (optional
Bottle Cap
Sticky Dots

HOW TO MAKE A CATAPU LT W ITH
POPSICLE STICKS
STEP 1: Make predictions. Which object will fly the farthest? Why do you think one will fly
farther than the other?
STEP 2: Hand out supplies to each individual or in small groups, and build a Popsicle stick
catapult following the instructions below.
Read more about the science behind the catapult and simple ways to create a catapult
science experiment below!
STEP 3: Test and measure how far each item goes when flung from the catapult. Record
results.
This is a simple and quick Popsicle stick catapult using just two supplies. The best part is that
you can also grab the supplies at the dollar store!
Adult supervision and assistance is highly recommended when using scissors. You will want to
use a pair of scissors to make two v notches on either side of two jumbo craft or Popsicle
sticks (in the same place on both sticks). Use the below photo as a guide for where to make
your notches. Once you have made your notches in two of the sticks, set them aside!
Take the remaining 8 craft sticks and stack them one on
top of the other. Wind a rubber band tightly around each
end of the stack.
Go ahead and push on of the notched sticks through the
stack under the top stick of the stack. Make sure to
watch the video again to see this done.
At this point flip your partially made popsicle stick
catapult over
so that the stick you just pushed in is on the bottom
of the stack.
Lay the second notched stick on top of the stack
and secure the two popsicle sticks together with a
rubber band as shown below. The V notches that
you cut help to keep the rubber band in place.
Create more leverage with your catapult by pushing
the stack of popsicle sticks towards the notched
ends connected by the rubber band. Read about
the science behind this below!

In your journal:
x Make a list/drawing of each of the items you will launch. Make a prediction by answering these
questions:
x Which object will fly the farthest?
x Why do you think one will fly farther than the other?
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Exploration 3: Make a Jet Propelled Car
1. Here’s what you need to make your 4-wheel balloon car!
Jet
x Balloon
x Flexible straw
x Rubber band or tape
Body (select one)
x Water bottle
x Toilet-paper tube
x Juice box
x Disposable cup (paper or plastic)
x Fast-food or deli “clamshell” container
x Ice cream container (pint or quart)
x Milk carton (individual size)
Cardboard sheet
Orange-juice can
Axles (select one)
x Straws
x Barbeque skewers
x Chopsticks

Wheels (Select one)
x Bottle caps
x Lifesavers
x CD’s
x Cardboard circles
Connector for attaching wheels to
an axle (select one)
x Dry sponge
x Foam
x Clay
x Marshmallow (cut in half)

2. Make the jet
Put the long end of a flexible straw into a
balloon.
3. Attach the straw and balloon so that no air
can escape, using a rubber band or tape.

4. Insert two axles
x Poke two holes in the bottle’s sides, on the
part of the bottle that will be the bottom of
the car. Make holes directly across from each
other so the axle goes straight across.
x Slide a straw through the two holes. Adjust so
the axle goes straight across.
x Repeat for the second axle.
x Slide a barbeque skewer through each straw.
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5. Make the wheels
x Wedge a square of sponge (or foam or
marshmallow) into a bottle cap to
make a wheel.
6. Make four of these wheels
7. Add wheels
x To make it easy to push a skewer into a sponge, use
the skewer’s point to poke holes in the sponges.
x Center the holes so the wheels will spin evenly and
not wobble up and down.
x Push the wheels onto the ends of the skewers.

8. Insert the jet
x Poke a hole in the top and back of the bottle.
x Push the jet into place so that the straw’s
balloon end pokes out the top and the open
end pokes out the back.
x Make sure the straw at the back is as parallel
to the floor or tabletop as possible. If it points
up, down, or to the side, your car won’t move
as fast or far as if the jet points straight back.

9. Power the jet
x Blow up the balloon by blowing through the straw.
x Put your finger over the end of the straw to stop air from
escaping.
x Put the car on a smooth surface. Then let go. ZOOM!!

10. Did you know?
Your balloon car uses jet power to move. The stored air in the
balloon pushes through the straw, creating thrust-the force
that pushes the car forward. So when air from the balloon
moves in one direction, it pushes the car in the opposite
direction.
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Exploration 4: 5 STEM challenges
Use your journal to answer the questions from each step of the “STEM Steps to Success” page.
Record your results for any of the challenges you choose.
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Exploration 5: Slime Science
SLIME SCIENCE FOR KIDS!
April 18, 2019 by littlebins

HOW TO MAKE SLIME BU BBLING FIZZY VOLCANO SLIME
YOUW ILL NEED :
x

1/2 cup Elmer’s Washable White School Glue

x

1 tbs Saline Solution

x

2 tbs Baking Soda

x

1/4 cup White Vinegar

x

Food Coloring (yellow and red)

x

Small Container (for mixing slime volcano)

x

Small Cup (for mixing vinegar and saline)

x

Cookie or Craft Tray

STEP 1: Start by combining the glue and baking soda in your
chosen container. You will notice that as you stir the baking
soda into the glue it thickens! This is really the point of
adding baking soda to saline solution slime recipes.
SLIME TIP: Experiment with different amounts of baking soda!
STEP 2: For our lava colored fizzing slime volcano we used red and yellow food coloring, but
we didn’t make orange straight away. Add 5 yellow drops to the glue and baking soda mixture
and stir.
Then add 1-2 drops of red food coloring but DO NOT stir! This will give way to a fun color
burst as you mix. You can make this slime volcano any color you want!
Step 3: In another small container, mix the vinegar and the saline solution.
SLIME TIP: You can also play around with the amount of vinegar you use for another
way to set up a slime experiment!
Step 4: Pour vinegar/saline mixture into the glue mixture and start stirring!
You will notice the mixture begin to bubble and eventually erupt everywhere! This is the
reason for the tray!
Step 5: Continue to stir until the eruption is complete. You will notice that it gets harder and harder to
stir because you are mixing your slime as well! O nce you have stirred as much as possible, reach

in and pull out your slime! It will be a bit messy at first but this slime is wonderful! All you need
to do is knead it a bit.
SLIME TIp: add a few drops of saline to your hands before you reach in for the slime!
It should not be sticky on the hands either! But if after kneading your slime it still feels stic ky,
you can add a drop or two of saline to it and continue to knead. Don’t add too much or you will
end up with a rubbery slime!
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